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Many people, especially from the small island states and on the coasts of many poorer countries, make a living from fishing. 
However, in recent years, large corporations have “fished out” many fishing areas and fishermen have lost their livelihoods. 
Climate change is leading to changes in ecosystems due to the acidification of the oceans. Plastic waste swims in the sea, 

many fish and birds eat it and die from the non-digestible plastic residue. The UN therefore wants to stop the pollution 
of the oceans by chemicals and plastic, promote sustainable fishing through political measures, strengthen the rights 

of poorer island states and stop overfishing so that marine biodiversity is preserved.

Main goal: to conserve and sustainably manage the use of oceans, 
seas and marine resources for sustainable development

Source: germanwatch.org

https://germanwatch.org/en/node/14072
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Why are microplastics dangerous?

Micro- and nanoplastics: 
...are tiny granulates that stem, for 
instance, from decomposed plastic 
pieces, synthetic cloths, cosmetics and 
cleaners, etc... Once in the environment, 
microplastics do not biodegrade. They 
accumulate in animals, including fish 
and shellfish, and are consequently also 
consumed as food by humans. Studies 
have shown that it can lead to cancer, 
inflammation, and other toxic effects.

Did you know that it’s 
estimated that global 

oceans contain between 
100 and 142 million tons 

of trash, of which 60-80% 
are plastic particles?

?

“I did not know that micro- and/or nanoplastics are used in most shampoos 
and face/body lotions. Now I am trying to buy only cosmetics and house 

cleaning products that explicitly state that no microplastics are included.”  

Source: un.org

Source: echa.europa.eu

https://www.un.org/pga/73/plastics/
https://echa.europa.eu/hot-topics/microplastics
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What is eutrophication?

Eutrophication:
...is excessive plant and algal growth due 
to the increased availability of sunlight, 
carbon dioxide, and nutrient fertilizers. 
It occurs naturally, however, human 
activities have accelerated the rate and 
extent of it, with dramatic consequences 
for drinking water sources, fisheries, and 
recreational water bodies.

Did you know that 
roughly 80% of 

marine and coastal 
pollution originates 
on land — including 
agricultural run-off, 
pesticides, plastics 

and untreated 
sewage?

?

“In the last years, there were constant news about algae slime in the 
Adriatic sea. First I thought it is just itchy, but finding out about its 

danger for biodiversity below water, I think it is frightening.” 

Source: nature.com Source: unesco.org

https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/eutrophication-causes-consequences-and-controls-in-aquatic-102364466/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/ioc-oceans/focus-areas/rio-20-ocean/blueprint-for-the-future-we-want/marine-pollution/facts-and-figures-on-marine-pollution/
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Did you know that 
international waters lie 
within the jurisdiction of 

the International Tribunal 
for the Law of the Sea and 
includes the responsibility 
to safeguard the waters 

and their living resources?

?

“At the beginning of the pandemic, Europeans were confronted with pictures showing 
how waterquality in Venice canals returned because of reduced human activity. While 
it is just one example, it shows us that there is an opportunity to revive the health of the 
seas. It was confirmed by the UN that the pandemic may provide marine environments 

the much-needed breathing space for them to start to recover.”

Territorial seas:
In international law, the area of the sea 
immediately adjacent to the shores of a 
state (up to 22 km from the coast) are 
subject to the territorial jurisdiction of 
that state.

Who “owns” the sea?

Source: itlos.org

Source: un.org

https://www.itlos.org/en/
https://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/part2.htm
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Model: Oceans and Marine Pollution

?
Did you know that in 
Europe, 1,677 out of 

15,060 European 
species are threatened 

by extinction; most 
endangered are snails, 

clams and fish?

Source: unep.org

Source: earth.org

https://www.unep.org/es/node/2027
https://earth.org/data_visualization/biodiversity-loss-in-numbers-the-2020-wwf-report/
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By 2025, prevent and significantly 
reduce marine pollution of all 
kinds, in particular from land-
based activities, including marine 
debris and nutrient pollution

Subgoals: targets

14.1 14.2 14.3 14.4 14.5 14.6

By 2020, sustainably manage and 
protect marine and coastal 
ecosystems to avoid significant 
adverse impacts, including by 
strengthening their resilience, and 
take action for their restoration in 
order to achieve healthy and 
productive oceans

Minimize and address the impacts 
of ocean acidification, including 
through enhanced scientific 
cooperation at all levels

14.7

By 2020, effectively regulate 
harvesting and end overfishing, 
illegal, unreported and unregulated 
fishing and destructive fishing 
practices and implement science-
based management plans, in order 
to restore fish stocks in the shortest 
time feasible, at least to levels that 
can produce maximum sustainable 
yield as determined by their 
biological characteristics

By 2020, conserve at least 10 per cent 
of coastal and marine areas, 
consistent with national and 
international law and based on the 
best available scientific information

By 2020, prohibit certain forms of fisheries subsidies 
which contribute to overcapacity and overfishing, 
eliminate subsidies that contribute to illegal, 
unreported and unregulated fishing and refrain from 
introducing new such subsidies, recognizing that 
appropriate and effective special and differential 
treatment for developing and least developed 
countries should be an integral part of the World 
Trade Organization fisheries subsidies negotiation

By 2030, increase the economic 
benefits to Small Island 
developing States and least 
developed countries from the 
sustainable use of marine 
resources, including through 
sustainable management of 
fisheries, aquaculture and tourism

Targets = Numbers, Measures = Letters

Source: un.org

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
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Subgoals: measures

14.a 14.b

Increase scientific knowledge, develop research 
capacity and transfer marine technology, taking into 
account the Intergovernmental Oceanographic 
Commission Criteria and Guidelines on the Transfer 
of Marine Technology, in order to improve ocean 
health and to enhance the contribution of marine 
biodiversity to the development of developing 
countries, in particular small island developing 
States and least developed countries

Provide access for small-scale 
artisanal fishers to marine 
resources and markets

Targets = Numbers, Measures = Letters

Source: un.org

14.c

Enhance the conservation and sustainable use of 
oceans and their resources by implementing 
international law as reflected in UNCLOS, which 
provides the legal framework for the conservation 
and sustainable use of oceans and their resources, 
as recalled in paragraph 158 of The Future We Want

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/


Current state of life
below water
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Report 2020

Source: un.org

Source: un.org Source: un.org

Source: un.org

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2020/The-Sustainable-Development-Goals-Report-2020.pdf
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2021/
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2020/The-Sustainable-Development-Goals-Report-2020.pdf
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Did you know that 
eutrophication is rather 

low at European 
vacation coasts?

?

“My family loves to visit Croatia in the summer and it’s a beautiful 
sea, but it is not comparable with the quality of fresh water

of Austrian lakes (even safe to drink).” 

Some European statistics

Source: ec.europa.eu

Source: ec.europa.eu

https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/sdi/life-below-water
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/sdi/life-below-water


13Sources: bmk.gv.at and sustainabledevelopment.un.org

Implementation in Austria as of 2020

?
Did you know that Austria has its own info 

portal for checking the quality of tap water:  
trinkwasserinfo.at? In contrast to many other 
countries, Austria can meet its drinking water 

requirements entirely from protected 
groundwater resources.

> Even landlocked countries like Austria have an influence on 
oceans and seas through the use of marine resources and 
pollutant inputs via rivers.

> Austria is in the process of implementing an ambitious set of 
measures to phase out microplastics in products.

> At present, there is no national data available on this SDG. 
International reviews do not currently account for this issue in 
landlocked countries.

Source: trinkwasserinfo.at

https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/klima_umwelt/agenda2030/bericht-2020.html
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/26511VNR_2020_Austria_Report_English.pdf
http://www.trinkwasserinfo.at/
https://www.trinkwasserinfo.at/qualitaet/lebensmittel-trinkwasser/
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Main issues to solve in Austria as of 2020

Did you know that Austria is in 
the process of implementing 
an ambitious package of 
measures to phase out 
microplastics in products? 

?

“Mentioned in innumerable songs and much travelled, no river in the world flows through so 
many countries on its way to the sea as the Danube. This mighty river covers an astounding 

2,889 km (1795 miles) from its source in Germany to the Black Sea. The Danube’s course 
from west to east takes it through ten countries (Germany, Austria, Slovakia, Hungary, 

Croatia, Serbia, Romania, Moldova, Bulgaria, and Ukraine).“

Watch for pollutants such as micro- and 
nanoplastics and nutrients like nitrogen 
entering the marine ecosystems (Black 

Sea, North Sea) via river systems

Practice responsible 
consumption of fishery 

products

Participate in international efforts to support 
marine biodiversity, to mitigate ocean 

acidification, to guarantee sustainable sourcing, 
and to make environmental investments

Source: un.org

Source: austria.info

Sources: bmk.gv.at
and sdgcompass.org

https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/26511VNR_2020_Austria_Report_English.pdf
https://www.austria.info/en/things-to-do/lakes-and-nature/danube
https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/klima_umwelt/agenda2030/bericht-2020.html
https://sdgcompass.org/sdgs/sdg-14/


Potential 
contributions

Learning activity
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Before thinking about 
potential contributions...
• Imagine an organization (business).

What is the core purpose of this organization*? 

• Who are this organization’s internal and external stakeholders?

• How do trends concerning “life below water” impact this organization 
(its purpose, its stakeholders, its operation, its viability)?

• What challenges and/or costs emerge from this “impact of health issues” 
upon this organization? 

• On the other hand, what opportunities and/or benefits arise? 

• With all this in mind, what contributions** might this organization make 
to reach SDG 14 within its sphere of influence via inward and outward 
actions?

* Meant here are all sizes, all types

** Consider contributions inside the organization (referring to everything that is a resource to the organization and is directly or indirectly 
controlled by the organization, for instance, human resources, know how, monetary and material resources) and the outside of the
organization (referring to everything outside of the organization that it can influence but lies outside of its control, for instance, policy 
change, partnering with other organizations, etc…)
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Potential contributions by 
educational institutions

The purpose of educational institutions is 
to educate and train for life and for 
particular professional interests. 

In terms of SDG 14, the tasks lie in 
protecting the oceans and marine 
resources through ocean literacy and 
action. 

Did you know that 
Austrian university 
canteens offer only 
fish that is MSC/ASC 
certified and have 

earned the Austrian 
ecolabel-certification?

?
Source: mensen.at

https://www.mensen.at/siegel
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Potential contributions by 
educational institutions, cont.

Potential inward actions: 
• adjust educational programs for students 

to understand actions that lead to water 
pollution, micro- and nanoplastics in rivers 
and how land-locked countries still 
contribute to problems with “life under 
water” in the planet’s oceans

• implement measures to help the 
institution’s community reduce micro- and 
nanoplastics in their daily lives (i.e. ban 
plastic bottles in drink machines, or in 
give-aways, enforce green meetings) 

• demand that only MSC/ASC certified fish is 
offered on campus

Potential outward actions: 
• collaborate with other institutions on 

raising awareness about the need for 
reducing plastics everywhere

• lobby for sustainable fish procurement 
policies and laws for all public 
organisations

• co-research how to mitigate water 
pollution in rivers and how to eliminate 
micro- and nanoplastics from all waters 
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Potential contributions by municipalities
The purpose of municipalities is to plan, 
manage, and improve public work and 
services to the community. 

In terms of SDG 14, the tasks for 
municipalities lie in regulating 
wastewater disposal and providing 
adequate internal policies for the 
protection of lakes and rivers. 
Furthermore, municipalities should 
educate citizens on the topic of water 
pollution. 

"When I was a kid, we loved to go the public natural pond for swimming, 
where we could also ice skate in winter. Nowadays, it is closed and only 

fishing is allowed, at least we can still go ice skating in winter."

Did you know that Austria 
is producing 3.300 t of fish 

in aqua culture??
To look at the challenge 

internationally, visit: 
nationalgeographic.com

and
theconversation.com

!
Source: bmlrt.gv.at

https://www.nationalgeographic.com/foodfeatures/aquaculture/
https://theconversation.com/farming-fish-in-fresh-water-is-more-affordable-and-sustainable-than-in-the-ocean-151904
https://info.bmlrt.gv.at/themen/landwirtschaft/landwirtschaft-in-oesterreich/tierische-produktion/fischzucht-oe/aquakultur.html
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Potential contributions by municipalities, 
cont.

Potential inward actions: 
• adjust policy and project planning to adapt 

SDG 14 targets to lakes and rivers, even if 
indirectly

• train public staff in the topics related to “life 
below water,” including the responsibilities 
landlocked countries hold in spite of not 
having an ocean within their borders

• support local sustainability-oriented aqua 
culture producers of fish products

Potential outward actions: 
• collaboratively raise awareness in the 

town’s industries about the importance of 
reducing pollution in rivers and lakes and 
how they can make a difference

• collaborate with different stakeholders 
toward elimination of micro- and 
nanoplastics in their daily activities 

• lobby for policies and laws that minimize 
the production and use of plastics in 
human systems
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Potential contributions by corporations 
and other organizations
The purpose of for-profit organizations (i.e. 
business) is to provide a service in exchange for 
resources (i.e. money). The purpose of non-
profit organizations is to impact society in a 
certain way — both need to generate and/or 
collect adequate resources to pay for their 
operations and activities and/or make profit. 

In terms of SDG 14, the opportunities for 
contribution may vary greatly between 
different types or sizes of organizations, but 
their core contributions to society for reaching 
SDG 14 are to eliminate the pollution of lakes 
and rivers, and oceans, and to responsibly use 
water and dispose of waste.

Did you know that — besides 
the obvious business impacts 

from SDG 14 on the fishing 
industry and food companies —
there are wider implications for 
a number of sectors, including 
the tourism industry that relies 

so heavily on clean marine 
habitats, the plastics industry 

that has borne the brunt of 
public shaming over marine 

pollution, and the agricultural 
sector that is one of the main 

causes of eutrophication 
through fertiliser run-off?

?

Source: businessgreen.com

https://www.businessgreen.com/analysis/3064770/the-businessgreen-guide-to-the-sdgs-sdg14-life-below-water
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Potential contributions by corporations 
and other organizations, cont.
Potential inward actions: 
• track the life cycle of products and materials to 

control for and reduce their potential discharge 
to the ocean

• reduce the amount of waste that could 
potentially enter the marine environment

• record and disclose information on the chemical 
and material usage within products, packaging, 
and processing systems to facilitate closing the 
loop

Potential outward actions: 
• collaborate with universities, governments and 

other businesses to find solutions for sustainable 
investments and waste management technologies 
that minimize the use of pristine water

• co-design with customers a disposal system that 
assures and facilitates proper waste management 
of products or services by end users, so that 
components of products do not end up in 
the oceans

• work with suppliers to eliminate micro- and 
nanoplastics from the supply chain

"One of my colleagues just recently introduced me to support the project "Ocean-
Clean-Up". The Ocean Clean-Up is a non-profit organization developing advanced 

technologies to rid the oceans of plastic and is developing a passive cleanup 
method, which uses the natural oceanic forces to rapidly and cost-effectively clean 

up the plastic already in the oceans. They have also developed the first scalable 
solution to efficiently intercept plastic in rivers before it reaches the oceans."

Source: sdgcompass.org

Source: theoceancleanup.com

https://sdgcompass.org/sdgs/sdg-14/
https://theoceancleanup.com/
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The purpose of xyz organization is to….

In terms of SDG 14, the tasks for this organization might be:

Activity: potential contributions by 
an organization of your choice

Potential inward actions: Potential outward actions:

How do inward and outward actions interact and impact each other?

Are partnerships necessary for the desired impact?
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Returning to the opening questions:

• In which ways do the designed actions support the core purpose 
of xyz organization?

• In which ways do the designed actions serve the internal 
and external stakeholders of xyz organization?

• What balance between costs vs. benefits (or challenge vs. 
opportunity) can be noticed for xyz organization for “mitigating 
water pollution and/or eliminating micro- and nanoplastics in 
their products”?

• How do the designed inward and outward actions cohere 
and create synergy for xyz impact?

Activity: checking design of 
potential contributions



Reflection and
resources

Learning activity
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Reflection and some resources

• Why is conservation of “life under water” 
and sustainable handling of oceanic waters 
so important for life on the planet?

• How does agriculture impact oceanic 
waters? 

• What can landlocked countries do to 
contribute to SDG 14? 

• If you eat fishery products, where do they 
come from and how would you know that 
they are harvested sustainably? 

• Where in your life can you notice plastics? 
How might you eliminate it from your life? 
What would need to happen to make that 
even possible? 

Further Infos:
• SDG definition of the UN

• Monitoring report

• SDG Compass

• Further SDG infos from the UN

• Federal Ministry of Agriculture, Regions and Tourism

• Resources about water pollution

• Platform water-pollution.org.uk

• Infos about oceans from the UN

• SDG material from the UNESCO

• SDG Report 2021

https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/documents/3217494/11011074/KS-02-20-202-EN-N.pdf
https://sdgcompass.org/sdgs/sdg-14/
https://sdgs.un.org/goals/goal14
https://info.bmlrt.gv.at/themen/wasser/wasser-oesterreich.html
https://wwf.panda.org/discover/knowledge_hub/teacher_resources/webfieldtrips/water_pollution/
https://www.water-pollution.org.uk/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
https://en.unesco.org/themes/education/sdgs/material/14
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2021/
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> Put your SDG glasses on and observe your environment under the SDG 14 umbrella for a week. 
Yes, it is possible, even in a landlocked country! Think about your consumption of fishery products? 
How about microplastics in your cosmetics and cleaning materials? What companies do you buy 
from? Is there a river in your city? How is the water there? Where do your trash and wastewater go? 

> If appropriate and allowed, take pictures of the found circumstances and catalogue the photos 
(begin making a scrapbook) — they will lead to a final assignment at the end of the series. 
Before you venture out, it might be a good idea to inform yourself about legal responsibilities when 
taking photos of people: oesterreich.gv.at (If you are not in Austria, look for the regulations of the 
respective country!)

Possible resource for online scrapbook (free for classrooms and non-profits): canva.com 

Activity: SDG journey

“Have you heard about CodeCheck App? There you can 
check the ingredients and contents of products.”

https://www.oesterreich.gv.at/themen/bildung_und_neue_medien/internet_und_handy___sicher_durch_die_digitale_welt/7/Seite.1720440.html
https://www.canva.com/
https://www.codecheck.info/


User authorization
Disclaimer

Sources
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Legal Info
Downloading und Usage of Images 
and Information

The content of this slide deck is made available under 
CCO license. 

SDG-related infographics and SDG icons have been either 
created for this purpose by the authors and/or drafted from 
information made available for fair use to the general public 
(sources mentioned). 

Unless otherwise noted next to the images, photos and 
images were downloaded on Pixabay and belong to the 
public domain in accordance with the Creative Commons 
CCO disclaimer. As far as legally possible, Pixabay (and 
their authors) have relinguished all copyrights and related 
rights for their images. Pixabay images are therefore not 
subject to any copyright claims and can — changed or 
unchanged — be used, free of charge, for commercial 
and non-commercial applications, in digital or printed 
form, without having to list picture credits. 

http://pixabay.com/de/service/terms/#download_terms

Disclaimer

This slide deck was created with the information available to 
the authors during the first half of 2021. They assume no liability 
for information being up to date, correct, complete, nor for the 
quality of information provided.

http://pixabay.com/de/service/terms/
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Sources
Slide 3:
• https://germanwatch.org/en/node/14072 (download Arbeitsblätter)

Slide 4:
• https://echa.europa.eu/hot-topics/microplastics
• https://www.un.org/pga/73/plastics/

Slide 5:
• https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/eutrophication-

causes-consequences-and-controls-in-aquatic-102364466/
• http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/ioc-oceans/focus-

areas/rio-20-ocean/blueprint-for-the-future-we-want/marine-
pollution/facts-and-figures-on-marine-pollution/

Slide 6:
• https://www.itlos.org/en/
• https://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/par

t2.htm

Slide 7:
• https://www.unep.org/es/node/2027

(scroll to and download SDG Policy Brief on Oceans, page 2)
• https://earth.org/data_visualization/biodiversity-loss-in-numbers-the-

2020-wwf-report/

Slides 8 + 9:
• https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/

Slide 11:
• https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2020/The-Sustainable-

Development-Goals-Report-2020.pdf
• https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
• https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2021/

Slide 12:
• https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/sdi/life-below-water

Slide 13:
• http://www.trinkwasserinfo.at/
• https://www.trinkwasserinfo.at/qualitaet/lebensmittel-trinkwasser/
• https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/klima_umwelt/agenda2030/bericht-

2020.html
• https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/26511VN

R_2020_Austria_Report_English.pdf

Slide 14:
• https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/26511VN

R_2020_Austria_Report_English.pdf
• https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/klima_umwelt/agenda2030/bericht-

2020.html
• https://sdgcompass.org/sdgs/sdg-14/
• https://www.austria.info/en/things-to-do/lakes-and-nature/danube

Slide 17:
• https://www.mensen.at/siegel

https://germanwatch.org/en/node/14072
https://echa.europa.eu/hot-topics/microplastics
https://www.un.org/pga/73/plastics/
https://www.nature.com/scitable/knowledge/library/eutrophication-causes-consequences-and-controls-in-aquatic-102364466/
http://www.unesco.org/new/en/natural-sciences/ioc-oceans/focus-areas/rio-20-ocean/blueprint-for-the-future-we-want/marine-pollution/facts-and-figures-on-marine-pollution/
https://www.itlos.org/en/
https://www.un.org/depts/los/convention_agreements/texts/unclos/part2.htm
https://www.unep.org/es/node/2027
https://earth.org/data_visualization/biodiversity-loss-in-numbers-the-2020-wwf-report/
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2020/The-Sustainable-Development-Goals-Report-2020.pdf
https://www.un.org/sustainabledevelopment/oceans/
https://unstats.un.org/sdgs/report/2021/
https://ec.europa.eu/eurostat/web/sdi/life-below-water
http://www.trinkwasserinfo.at/
https://www.trinkwasserinfo.at/qualitaet/lebensmittel-trinkwasser/
https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/klima_umwelt/agenda2030/bericht-2020.html
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/26511VNR_2020_Austria_Report_English.pdf
https://sustainabledevelopment.un.org/content/documents/26511VNR_2020_Austria_Report_English.pdf
https://www.bmk.gv.at/themen/klima_umwelt/agenda2030/bericht-2020.html
https://sdgcompass.org/sdgs/sdg-14/
https://www.austria.info/en/things-to-do/lakes-and-nature/danube
https://www.mensen.at/siegel
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